Introducing a new way to track your child's bus

This app helps make my families morning less hectic!
~Suzy's Mom

It's my alarm for when the bus is close.
~Joey, Highschool Student

It's easy to use!
~Max's Grandma

GET MESSAGES FROM YOUR DISTRICT OR DEPOT
From delays to important schedule changes. Stay in the know!

KNOW WHERE THE BUS IS
Check bus progression with GPS tracking

ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE CONFIRMATION
Know when the bus arrives at your child's school and stop.

MULTIPLE KIDS – ONE APP
Track multiple students at one time.

PARENT SUPPORT
Dedicated support at your fingertips.

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS
Get in-app alerts when the bus is getting close.

GET IT ON Google Play | Download on the App Store | First Student

Contact Customer Support at 1.888.889.8920 or support@Firstviewapp.com to learn more.